
GAME BASED 
LEARNING

TEACHING PROBLEM SOLVING SKILLS 



CURRICULUM

■ Should be updated to include activities, which keep students engaged and help to 

develop problem solving skills, critical thinking skills, creative thinking and creativity.

■ Should help students develop abilities and skills that are required for future jobs

■ Gap between today’s curriculum and tomorrow’s job



■ Why change takes so long?

■ Substantial delay before curriculum can be changed and information updated

■ Game based learning is adaptive

■ Games even have student-monitoring analysis

GAME-BASED VS TEXT BOOK LEARN



What is Game based learning (GBL)

■ It is Teaching Whilst Having Fun

■ It is type of game play that has defined learning outcomes

■ It is designed to balance subject matter with game play and the ability of the player 

to retain and apply the said subject matter to the real world

■ For example:

– Chess was used to teach strategic thinking

– Flight simulators

– Teaching through repetition, failure and the accomplishment of goals

– Students actively learn and practice the right way to do things.



For examples:
Train Simulator 
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List of language
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PRINCIPLES OF GAME BASED LEARNING



Why is Game based learning required

■ It has defined learning outcomes and gives meaning learning experiences

■ It provides context and real world value of skill and content

■ It encourages deeper learning, integration of knowledge base and skill sets

■ It combines the audio, graphics and movement into an interactive and impressive 

environment.



How a Learning Game is Built

■ Start with the curriculum and core standards

■ Decide on the lesson and learning outcomes

■ Create content

■ For mobile games, you need game designers, game architects, database 

developers, user interface specialists etc. 

■ You can redesign games into classroom activities e.g. card games





Changing the way students are 
educated

■ Changing the approach of students towards learning

■ Rote learning doesn’t work

■ The goal is for students to enjoy the process of learning

■ Game based learning improves retention

■ Students learn through experimentation and trial and error.

■ G.B. learning addresses all of the learning styles (visual, aural, verbal, physical, 
logical, social and solitary)

■ You can combine multiple subjects into a game e.g. AISR’s BIO Lab X or Escape 
room



Type of games

■ Trivia game, board game, cards game, quiz, escape room 

■ Individual or team game? 

■ Competing against each other or for a score

■ Are students doing role plays e.g. scientist, explorer, palaeontologist?

■ Are the students trying to save a simulated town from a geologic hazard?

■ Are players reconstructing changes that have taken place through geologic time?

■ Break objectives down into challenges (have multiple levels of challenges)



Test game

■ Fun (engagement)

■ Ease of play

■ How long the game takes

■ Most importantly, the integration of learning objectives into gameplay



Run Game

■ If students will be playing in teams, don't let them sort themselves into teams. Either 

assign them randomly or make sure that they are balanced in terms of experience 

with the subject.

■ Students should name their own teams. Some potential team names to motivate 

students to come up with their own: the Terrific Trilobites, the Fighting Feldspars, the 

Mighty Magmas....

■ While running a game, the major concerns will be to prevent cheating and, 

sometimes, especially with a physical game, to enforce safety issues.

■ Competitive or often even cooperative games are likely to make for a very noisy 

classroom.



Rewards

■ Certificates

■ Snacks

■ Small prizes e,g, usb drive or crystal for geologist game









Any questions? 

■ Next: Escape room game 

■ Escape rooms teach valuable life skills that are highly applicable to education: 

teamwork, time management, problem solving and focus under pressure. 

Additionally, the puzzles that make up an escape room can be created around your 

subject.


